Kate Dodson emerged in these stories not just as a respectable woman trying to make an honorable living but also as a civil rights heroine whose history was aligned with the Republican cause of racial equality. Despite her prominence at the time, however, her story and the history of African American federal employment in her era have been almost entirely forgotten. A small number of studies have examined black federal employees around the turn of the twentieth century, and a somewhat larger group has examined the segregationist policies of the Woodrow Wilson administration. The origins of large-scale federal employment for African Americans, however, lie in Kate Dodson's period: the era of the Civil War and Reconstruction. The 1866 Civil Rights Act and three new constitutional amendments dramatically altered African Americans' relationship to the national state. So too did the possibility-and the reality-that African Americans could find work in the growing apparatus of the U.S. government. 3 During Reconstruction, federal employees such as Kate Dodson played increasingly important roles in black Washington. As the federal government's civilian agencies expanded during the Civil War, so did their need for messengers, watchmen, charwomen, janitors, and other laborers. African Americans demanded patronage appointments from the ascendant Republican party. Recognizing government work as a source of livelihood, they pushed the party they supported to understand them as constituents entitled to a share of the spoils. African American federal employees used their connections to prominent whites to improve their own prospects and those of their friends and families. In this way, networks of patronage and obligation developed within black families and in the broader community of African American federal employees. At the same time, government work became a foundation for a vibrant and politically active black community in the nation's capital. African American federal employees were institution builders, political leaders, and civil rights activists, and the connections they forged helped make Washington the center of the nation's black elite by the 1880s.
Kate Dodson stands out amid this accomplished cohort. She worked for the Senate for nearly twenty years, beginning in 1861, when her husband, Jacob Dodson, ushered her into the federal work force. She divorced him in 1867, resuming her maiden name, Kate Brown, but she kept her job. After she was assaulted in Alexandria for seeking passage on the ladies' car, Radical Republican senators who knew her from the Capitol demanded an investigation. She, in turn, sued the railroad company for damages and then proposed legislation forbidding racial discrimination on the line. Between her work for the government and the proceeds from her legal victory, she managed to accumulate personal property of considerable value. When she died in 1883, she was well known in official Washington. She was also a benefactor of two local churches and an integral member of a community of black federal employees whose public activism helped make Washington a hub for black politics during Reconstruction and whose inroads into government work created a foundation for future generations.
In offering a detailed portrait of a relatively unknown person's life, this article shifts our focus from breadth to depth. Rather than analyze black federal employees in the aggregate, it examines the diverse forces that shaped an individual's story and explores how, in turn, that story reveals something larger. This approach draws both on a tradition of African American biography and on recent impulses in social history. Nineteenth-century African American scholars compiled biographies of "men of mark" and "homespun heroines," seeking to tout racial leadership and inspire new generations. Twentieth-century African Americanists continued to write biographical studies, often using individuals' stories to explain the nuances of lives shaped not only by oppression but also by agency and aspiration. Of late, this tradition seems to have converged with the social-historical impulse to understand the lives of common people. Earlier social historians pioneered the use of census data, tax and probate records, and other sources to document large-scale patterns in, for example, population, mortality, literacy, or employment among groups whose histories had not previously been written. Historians have continued to use such sources but now apply them to different purposes. Instead of being satisfied with mapping big-picture changes, they aim to track the life stories of little-known individuals or families and to use small-scale stories to shed light on agency, identity, and contingency in history.
The two basic registers-the typical and the exceptional; large-scale historical developments and the idiosyncrasies of individual lives-merge in the story of Kate Brown. Brown's history offers a human-scale perspective on African Americans and Republican patronage in the Civil War era and shows how access to government work shaped black life in Washington at a pivotal moment. It reveals something of the mechanics of patronage, of how African Americans mobilized their connections to prominent whites, and to one another, to create opportunities for advancement. It provides a glimpse into how one particularly resourceful woman managed to use her connections and access to the courts to further her claims to dignity and citizenship. And finally, it allows us to see how public protest was woven into a life preoccupied, as well, with making a living, sustaining (and breaking) kinship ties, and creating a safe and satisfying personal existence.
Although much more can be known about Kate Brown's life than about the lives of most nineteenth-century African American women, her early existence remains fairly obscure. Born in Virginia in the 1830s, Catharine Brown grew up in Alexandria, the daughter of Sarah Ann Piper Brown, a free woman of color. By 1850, Catharine's older siblings, Margaret, John, and Cornelius, were living on their own, the two young men working as plasterers. Judging from her confident handwriting as an adult, we may surmise that Brown attended school in Alexandria. Her educational opportunities would have diminished dramatically after 1846, however, when the city, which had been part of the District of Columbia since 1791, was returned to the state of Virginia. Following this "retrocession," white leaders shuttered the city's black schools, enforcing the state's law prohibiting the teaching of reading and writing to free people of color. Given her approximate age and literacy as an adult, Kate Brown may have continued her formal education across the Potomac River, in Washington. She may also have been a member of Alexandria's independent black Baptist church, First Colored Baptist, to which she later bequeathed $100.
Although in separate jurisdictions after 1846, Alexandria and Washington shared much in common. Both cities were part of the broader Chesapeake region, where the antebellum transition from tobacco-based agriculture to more diversified farming led to the diminution of the enslaved population and a concomitant growth in the number of free African Americans. Like Kate Brown's family, many free blacks lived in the region's cities, where they typically worked as domestics, common laborers, or tradesmen. By 1850, free blacks outnumbered the enslaved in both Washington and Alexandria, though Washington was a much bigger city and free African Americans composed a far greater proportion of the total black population. City life offered free blacks opportunities not found in the countryside, but the social and legal regime of slavery nonetheless defined their lives. In both cities, local law demanded that free blacks register and carry free papers, proscribed them from many occupations, and barred them from assembling without a permit. Yet Congress had ultimate jurisdiction in the District of Columbia, and racial repression there could go no further than the nation's legislators would allow. Black schools, churches, and civic organizations were never free from harassment, but by the 1850s such institutions were thriving in the capital city, enriching and supporting the lives of both free and enslaved African Americans. 7 Kate Brown left Alexandria sometime after 1853 for a new life in Washington. Her first definitive appearance in the U.S. census is in 1860, when she was in her twenties and working as a live-in servant in the Washington home of Edmund French, a wealthy civil engineer. French, who was from Connecticut, had graduated from the U.S. Military Academy at West Point and designed railroads and bridges in the Northeast before coming to the capital to work on an ambitious extension of the Treasury Department building. In the French household, Brown was one of two free "mulatto" house servants who, along with a white cook, a white laborer, and two white farm hands, made up the staff. Edmund French died in 1860, and the next year Brown moved out of his household and into the home of her new husband, Jacob Dodson.
Yet when he returned to Washington from his final trip, probably in late 1847 or 1848, he faced a job market that offered black men few opportunities for stable or interesting work. Local laws forbade African Americans from engaging in many trades, and white laborers often perceived free black workers as a threat to their livelihoods. Rather than return to personal service, Dodson took a position as a "water closet" attendant in the U.S. Senate. Hard-pressed in a discriminatory labor market, African Americans who, like Dodson, knew or had worked for white officeholders could obtain crucial recommendations for government work. In fact, some of antebellum Washington's best-known black ministers and teachers were similarly well connected and also had stints as government employees.
9
If Jacob Dodson's ties to a powerful political family were good for securing a job in the government, they were also useful in his fight for pay for his military service in the Mexican War in California. His name did not appear on the muster rolls, Dodson argued in an 1854 petition to Congress, because, "being a colored man, he could not have been lawfully enrolled as a volunteer in the service of the United States." His struggle for back pay extended over two Congresses, during which time one of his patrons, Senator Benton, lost his bid for reelection. Dodson finally got his pay with the help of Senator John B. Weller of California, a Mexican War veteran who had succeeded Frémont as the state's governor. Weller was a proslavery Democrat, but he was linked by marriage to the Benton family, and he evidently thought highly enough of Jacob Dodson to make the case for him on the grounds of racial equality. Congress must "give him what he would have received if he had been of a different color-in other words, if he had been a white man," Weller argued. Congress finally approved Dodson's petition for wages, a victory made possible by Dodson's tenacity and his connections to wellplaced patrons.
10
At the same time as Jacob Dodson was working in the Senate and seeking compensation for earlier military service, he was also cultivating a private life. He may have been a washroom attendant, but years of decently paid work for the Frémont expeditions and in the Senate had enabled him to reach a level of wealth that placed him among Washington's most prosperous African Americans. In 1850 he owned land worth $1,500 and was living with his wife, Mary; an infant daughter, Verleta; Elizabeth Dodson ( probably his mother); and an eleven-year-old boy boarder. Jacob's household would be transformed in the next ten years. The 1860 census enumerator found Jacob still living with Elizabeth, but neither Mary nor Verleta was part of the household. Meanwhile, his home now included ten-year-old Francis B. Dodson and eight-year-old Emily A. Dodson, probably children born to him and Mary since the previous enumeration. Although it is impossible to know with certainty, it seems likely that Mary and Verleta died between the two enumerations. In 1860, then, Jacob was about forty years old, gainfully employed, and unmarried.
11
Historical sources do not reveal how Kate and Jacob met or what drew them to one another. He was more than ten years her senior and had two children at home. But he also had what appeared to be a stable job at the Capitol, a house of his own, worldly experience, and a well-developed ability to navigate between the deference required in work for powerful white people and the assertiveness necessary to improve his lot in life. Jacob was evidently Catholic, for in the fall of 1861, the pair said their vows in the city's newest Catholic church, St. Aloysius, which had been completed just two years earlier.
The church was widely admired for its classical architecture and gorgeous artwork by Constantino Brumidi, the artist who, a few years later, would paint murals to adorn the newly finished Capitol dome. St. Aloysius also had a reputation for a measure of racial egalitarianism. As one writer noted in the late 1860s, "Colored people have always held pews there on the same floor with the whites, and there is a large free female colored school in the parochial school building connected with this church."
12
Marriage to Jacob opened new employment opportunities for Kate. In the early 1860s, Jacob did odd jobs around the Senate, sometimes providing gallons of paste to the room where congressional documents were folded and other times cleaning carpets. The sergeant at arms was in charge of hiring and paying the common laborers who worked in the Senate, and Jacob was evidently able to persuade him to hire on his new wife and, occasionally, his son. Kate began her work at the Capitol as a laundress, and by the end of 1861 she had landed a job as attendant to the ladies' retiring room on the third floor. The Senate's quarters for "lady" visitors-which also included a "ladies' reception room" and a "ladies' gallery"-had opened in 1859 and reflected the contemporary impulse to shelter respectable women visitors to the Capitol from the ostensibly degrading influences of masculine political culture. The retiring room, a bathroom, was "handsomely ornamented and tiled" and required constant oversight by an employee to keep it clean and attend to the needs of its patrons. Washington, D.C. (Chapel Hill, 2010), 93, 95. Kate commenced that work at a wage of $1 per day. She worked in the retiring room thirty days each month, but she also continued to wash the Senate's towels and, occasionally, curtains too. The Senate's "bath-rooms, engineers' department, and folding-room" generated dozens of towels each month, allowing her to supplement the approximately $30 she made for her work in the ladies' room with another $20 to $30 for laundry. Although Jacob Dodson's real estate holdings were considerable, the waged employment of his son and wife-as well as the presence in their house of boarders-suggest that the household required more than Jacob's salary to get by.
14 If the nature of Kate Brown Dodson's work was similar to that of many urban black women throughout the South, the conditions under which she did it were quite different. The year she married Jacob and began working in the Capitol was also the year Republicans swept into Washington, their political power heightened by the secession of the eleven southern states that joined the Confederacy. As Kate and Jacob married and pursued their livelihoods in the capital city, Union forces occupied nearby areas of Virginia and Maryland. Slaves began to take leave of their owners, many fleeing into Washington in search of protection, employment, and ultimately freedom. Fugitives arrived in growing numbers during the war, contributing to a 300-fold increase in the city's black population by 1870. Black migrants to Washington faced a housing shortage, steep prices for rent and food, and a local white population that largely disdained them.
15
The war-related growth of the federal government did, however, create thousands of new jobs in Washington, and Republican control opened new opportunities for African Americans in particular. In 1863 Kate Dodson went to work as attendant to the "ladies department" in the fast-growing Treasury Department, which had begun to employ women (most of them white) in the printing of greenbacks. Besides being on the Treasury payroll, Dodson ran a "candy and cake stand" inside the building. That September, a Northern black visitor to Washington was amazed to observe the number of African Americans working for the U.S. government: "What think you of finding responsible colored men by scores, employed here, in the Capitol, in the Treasury, in the State Department; in fine, in all the Departments of government"? Employment by the government, he wrote, was "an acknowledgement of a capacity, but more, an evidence of political recognition." The correspondent was perhaps overly optimistic, since African Americans had long labored for the U.S. government without being recognized as voters or citizens. Yet his exuberant report is not difficult to fathom. In the fall of 1863, the Emancipation Proclamation had been issued, black men were serving in the Union army, and the dawn of "political recognition" seemed at hand. Still, it was by no means easy for black Washingtonians to obtain jobs in the federal departments. Access to even the lowliest positions-laundresses and laborers-required connections to prominent whites or to African Americans with ties to the government. In early 1861, for instance, Henry Piper informed Treasury Secretary Salmon Chase that he was "a poor, uneducated colored man" seeking "a situation in your Department." However poor and uneducated, Piper belonged to Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church, a prominent and active black congregation. To bolster his case, Piper told Chase that he was "very well aquanted" with William Slade, the lead servant in the Lincoln White House, a member of Piper's church, and, like Chase, an Ohioan. It took Piper three years and multiple letters of reference, but in spring 1864 he was hired as a laborer in the Treasury Department.
17
The Treasury Department also hired a black man named Lewis Simpson, who got his job by mobilizing his connections to the Union army. Simpson was born at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, New York, where his father worked as a bootblack and bathroom attendant. In early adulthood, Lewis worked for Gen. John Sedgwick, a West Point graduate, and traveled with him to the western frontier and then to the Civil War. Sedgwick was killed in battle at Spotsylvania Court House, Virginia, in May 1864. Soon after, Simpson moved to Washington and looked for work. Bolstered by letters of recommendation from officers on Sedgwick's staff, Simpson was hired as a Treasury Department laborer. At roughly the same time, he married Margaret Brown, Kate Brown's sister.
18
The black men and women who obtained government jobs in this world of patronage and personal connection worked hard to pry open similar opportunities for their friends and, especially, their relatives. One family acquainted with Kate and Jacob Dodson was particularly successful. John L. Hickman and his son, Thomas, were among the Senate's best-paid common laborers, typically earning slightly more than Kate did. Age twentyone in 1870, Thomas worked as a messenger at the Capitol. So did his brother-in-law William Lucas, who until recently had been a servant in a Washington hotel. Like Kate Brown, Lucas married into a family that could help him get government work and thus give him a leg up in a circumscribed job market. Members of another branch of the Hickman family also worked for the U.S. government. Anthony Hickman, possibly John L. Hickman's brother, was a Senate laborer, and his wife, Priscilla, occasionally took in If the Civil War and the Republican ascendancy had dramatically improved African Americans' chances of being hired by the government, the inauguration of President Ulysses S. Grant in spring 1869 opened new avenues for upward mobility. To an unprecedented degree, Grant and the heads of his executive departments saw African Americans as constituents entitled to consideration for patronage. Black men could now vote in the former Confederacy, and the Fifteenth Amendment was on its way to ratification, making it clear that African Americans would become a permanent part of the electorate. With good reason, then, African Americans seeking federal positions began to set their sights higher. The experience of Eleanor Ketchum, for example, showed the difference a year could make. Ketchum had worked as a copyist for Rep. Benjamin Butler during Andrew Johnson's 1868 impeachment trial, and Butler had endorsed a letter recommending her to the Department of Internal Revenue. At first, Ketchum did not apply, believing "the times were such as not to encourage a Colored woman to hope for advancement." But shortly after Grant's inauguration the moment was "more prospective of hope." Ketchum asked Butler to help her find work in the Treasury or Post Office Department, and with his recommendation, she was soon appointed a Treasury clerk. Higher-status appointments tended to go to men, however. Kate Brown's brotherin-law, Lewis Simpson, who began his Treasury Department career as a common laborer, was promoted to the more prestigious and lucrative position of messenger and soon rose to become head messenger in the Third Auditor's Bureau. Anthony Bowen, a literate former slave who was a minister, founder of the nation's first black Young Men's Christian Association, and longtime messenger in the Patent Office, finally obtained a clerkship as well. 20 By the end of the century, white-collar appointments such as Anthony Bowen's were a source of racial pride and an indicator that the U.S. government had acknowledged the intellectual capacities of people of African descent, not just their ability to perform manual labor. Indeed, amid growing frustration with government segregation and discrimination, a new generation took pride in the few African Americans who had managed, during Reconstruction, to enter into clerical work for the government. An older author, however, reminded aspiring youngsters that the more menial government jobs their fathers (and mothers) had done were nothing to be ashamed of. In the old days, he wrote, "The highest position a colored man could expect to get was that of a servant or a messenger under the Government. It was brawn and not brain that was expected of our race." Another confirmed that in the Civil War era, employment as a government laborer was "a 'big' job for a colored man." 21 It is no wonder that in the 1860s and 1870s many African Americans regarded government work, however menial, as a path of opportunity and an indicator of status. As peace returned, the city remained swollen with migrants from the countryside, and many black residents struggled simply to survive. Racial discrimination among white laborers and employers was rampant. The government favored white employees too, but when it did hire African Americans, the wages it paid could be better and certainly more consistent than in the private sector. Hickman family members, for example, were able to purchase real estate during the 1860s. Their success, and its grounding in government work, fits larger patterns charted by the economic historian Loren Schweninger, who found that in Washington in 1870, "to a greater degree than in any other city, the new economic elite was comprised of ex-free Negroes of modest means who substantially expanded their wealth holdings during the 1860s."
22
Nor was it just the pay that made government jobs desirable for African Americans. One mid-twentieth-century researcher found that most black government laborers and messengers did extra work for their powerful patrons "before Government time, and often into the night at dinners and receptions." Yet government work freed many black Washingtonians from the drudgery and constraints of live-in domestic work. Government offices were less isolated than work in employers' homes. And black workers who lived in their own homes had more time for family and friends, church, voluntary associations, and other paid employment. Government work thus became prestigious among African Americans in part because government employees could parlay patronage relationships with powerful whites into tangible benefits for their families, friends, and institutions. 23 In fact, African American government employees featured prominently in the interrelated projects of civil rights activism and institution building in black Washington. Jacob Dodson himself not only waged a struggle for pay from the Mexican War but also attempted to mobilize an African American home guard during the Civil War. Less than two weeks after Confederate forces fired on Fort Sumter, Dodson informed Secretary of War Simon Cameron that he knew "of some 300 reliable colored free citizens of this city who desire to enter the service for the defense of the city." He mentioned his service with the Frémont expeditions and concluded, "I can be found about the Senate Chamber, as I have been employed about the premises for some years." Dodson's military experience and connections to powerful whites, however, could not trump the government's determination to prohibit black men from joining the Union effort on an equal footing with whites. Cameron delivered a flat refusal. Dodson nonetheless continued to demand the perquisites of citizenship for himself and other African Americans. In 1865 he signed a petition seeking voting rights for black men in the capital. 24 Dodson was only one of many black government employees who helped make Washington a hub of African American activism by claiming new rights and contributing to black organizations. After Congress outlawed slavery in the capital and nullified the antebellum black codes in spring 1862, black Washingtonians demanded a halt to the enforcement of the Fugitive Slave Law; sought access as equal citizens to the galleries of the House and the Senate; asserted a right to ride the city's streetcars; and demanded the vote. Federal employees in Brown and Dodson's circle played prominent roles in such endeavors. Dodson's close friend David Fisher was a watchman in the army paymaster general's office, an elder in Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church, and a leader in local politics and the black public schools. 25 John L. Hickman helped organize the local "colored" Union League; Anthony Hickman became a trustee of the Colored Union Benevolent Association and worked for voting rights for black men. Lewis Simpson, Kate Brown's brother-in-law, and at least four other government employees were delegates to a December 1869 black men's labor convention in Washington. 26 Government employees also stood out among Washington's earliest black elected officials. Four of the seven black men elected to the common council in 1869 worked for the U.S. government: a cloakroom attendant in the House of Representatives; a Navy Yard laborer; a U.S. Coast Survey employee; and Henry Piper, who was by then a Treasury Department messenger and became one of the council's most outspoken advocates of racial equality in schools and public accommodations. The need to maintain good relations with white patrons surely shaped black federal employees' activism, but it did not stunt their commitment to black institutions and black advancement.
27
With formal politics and political leadership largely a male domain, many prominent black women of Kate Brown's era found their public voices in church-based women's organizations. White House seamstress Elizabeth Keckly, for example, drew on church networks to organize and promote a women's organization that aided the city's African American migrant population. Kate Brown's specific church-related activities remain obscure, but her loyalties are clear. At the end of her life she bequeathed $100 to First Colored Baptist Church in Alexandria and $100 to Nineteenth Street Baptist Church, one of the most prominent and active black churches in Washington. Its pastor, Duke W. Anderson-who also held positions of civic authority-reached out to newly freed migrants, dramatically expanding church membership. His wife, Eliza Shadd Anderson, founded a women's auxiliary, and by the late 1880s the church was a wellspring of women's activism. Whether Brown participated in the auxiliary or similar organizations is unknown, but her bequests to these two prominent Baptist churches suggest her commitment to church affairs. 28 At work, at home, and probably at church, then, Kate Brown lived among people who valued civic life and sought to contribute.
For Kate and Jacob Dodson, however, economic and social advantages did not prevent personal crisis. After a stint at Treasury, during which she continued to do laundry for the Senate, Kate Brown returned to the regular Senate payroll as the ladies' retiring room attendant at the end of 1865. Her marriage was foundering. Jacob had developed a serious drinking problem and lost his Senate job. "For one whole year he was perfectly stupid from drink. He did not draw a sober breath for this time," Kate testified at her divorce hearing in the summer of 1867. As Jacob's earning abilities declined, she took financial responsibility for the household. During the year before the divorce, she had been "obliged to take care of myself [,] him and his two children by a former wife." Then Jacob moved her possessions out of their house, sold her furniture at auction, and kept the proceeds. They had gotten along well until then, she testified, but at that time, "he treated me very cruelly & turned me out of the house and locked and bolted and nailed me out of the house. He threatened to shoot me and I was afraid that he would do it."
29
The documents Kate Brown and others filed in the divorce case take us well beyond Brown's life as a laborer or a civil rights protester, into the realm of the personal and the deeply painful. During the proceedings, Anthony Hickman testified that he saw Jacob "drunk frequently" and that "before [Jacob] was discharged he drank pretty hard, and neglected his business." Even David Fisher, who had once lived with Jacob and had been the best man at his wedding, conceded that Jacob's "habits" had "been pretty bad, that is for intemperance." Several witnesses testified to Jacob's philandering. A grocery deliveryman affirmed that he had seen Dodson at a neighborhood brothel many times. Lucy Harris, one of Jacob's paramours and a friend of Kate's sister Ann, had boarded with the Dodsons. She testified to having sex with Jacob in "the Petitioner's house, and in her room and in her bed." Harris also described Jacob's unkindness to Kate: "He cursed her and abused her and called her everything. I saw the defendant threaten to strike the Petitioner one day."
30
By suing for divorce, Kate Brown ensured that her family's domestic struggles would be brought into the public eye. This was not a decision to be taken lightly, for Brown and her allies lived within a broader culture in which reputation was immensely important and African Americans' sexual and moral propriety was always subject to question. Brown surely knew, as she sought a divorce, that publicly airing her husband's drinking and infidelity could damage not only his reputation but also her own. In fact, she already knew what it was to be demeaned in public. During a congressional investigation of corruption in the Treasury Department in 1864, she had been charged with serving as a "procuress" for her supervisor as he sought inappropriate relationships with white female employees. Although both she and the supervisor denied the charge, it had no doubt been humiliating to have her morality publicly questioned.
31
In 1867 the Washington Evening Star published the sordid details of the divorce case, noting that Kate and Jacob were "well known colored people." But Kate evidently had a strong case and an unimpeachable reputation. In court, witnesses testified to her good character and confirmed and elaborated her charges against Jacob. David Fisher averred that she had "always been an industrious woman, and so far as I had an opportunity to observe . . . conducted herself properly." The judge ruled in her favor, granting her a divorce, the right to any property she brought into the marriage, and the right to "resume her maiden name of Catherine Brown." It was just a few months later, on February 8, 1868, that Kate Brown grabbed hold of the railroad car in the Alexandria depot and refused to let go. She was working that winter Saturday, but she decided to take two hours off to visit a sick relative in Alexandria. At the Washington depot, she purchased a round-trip ticket on the "ladies' car" and traveled in that car across the Potomac River to her hometown. Like the ladies' accommodations in the Senate where Brown worked, ladies' railroad cars were intended to shelter virtuous women from an ostensibly corrupting public culture dominated by men. Train conductors often excluded black women from ladies' cars, implying that they did not qualify as "ladies" and turning gender segregation into a form of racial segregation.
33
Her visit finished, Kate Brown planned to return to Washington in the ladies' car. But as she boarded the train at the Alexandria depot, a private policeman-employed by the railroad company to maintain order on the platform and racial segregation on the train-insisted that she ride in the car reserved for African Americans. Brown objected forcefully. As she later explained to James Harlan, the chairman of the Senate's Committee on the District of Columbia, "I told him I came down in [the ladies'] car, and in that car I intended to return; that I had my ticket, a return ticket, which I had bought in Washington, and I was going back in the same car; [the policeman] said I could not go; I asked him why, as I had paid my fare and had come down in the same car; he said that car was for ladies; I told him then that was the very car I wanted to go in." The policeman, not interested in debating, grabbed Brown and tried to pull her from the train. She held on to the door with one hand and a bar with the other, bracing her foot against the seat. She announced that she would "never" come out of the car and that "before I leave this car I will suffer death." When the policeman threatened to beat her, she told him to go ahead: "I had made up my mind not to leave the car, unless they brought me off dead."
34
During the confrontation, the policeman pounded Brown's knuckles, twisted her arms, and grabbed her collar. A man who called himself a "sheriff" joined in. He held Brown by the neck, and the two men finally dragged her onto the platform. Brown estimated that the struggle lasted about eleven minutes and that several bystanders had looked on. "I declare they could not have treated a dog worse than they tried to treat me," she told Senator Harlan, "It was nothing but 'damned nigger,' and cursing and swearing all the time." 35 Brown had been seriously injured. Benjamin H. Hinds, a white clerk at the Capitol, found her crying on the train platform and, recognizing her from work, offered to help. 1875 -1905 ," Law and Social Inquiry, 24 (1999 Committee on the District of Columbia, Report of the Committee on the District of Columbia, 12. On the role of the special policeman, see ibid., 5, 11, 12, 17-20. 35 Ibid., 13.
"Judging from her manner," he later testified, "she was injured considerably, either in feelings or person." Brown herself explained that as she held fast to the railings of the car, she became "so exhausted I could scarcely talk." She was seriously injured and cried most of the way back to Washington. Her physician, Alexander T. Augusta, diagnosed her with internal hemorrhaging and recommended that she remain in bed. She was bedridden at home when George T. Downing, a prominent northern black activist, and his daughter paid a visit. She was still in bed when she testified to Senator Harlan. In March, about five weeks after the attack, a sympathetic white visitor noted in her diary that she was "much shocked to see [Brown's] condition" and that "her recovery is doubtful." In June, she recorded that Kate "is some better, but will never get well."
36
What was Kate Brown thinking when she risked injury rather than leave the ladies' car? This question is well worth asking. African American men and women were routinely forced to submit to insults and undignified treatment; they knew that resistance could be exhausting, futile, and dangerous. Why, then, did Brown decide to resist? It is possible that the recent breakup of her marriage was a factor. Maybe she emerged from the divorce feeling newly empowered and more confident that she get a fair hearing in the courts. Perhaps her personal frustration and anguish made her less willing to tolerate disrespect. Maybe the failure of her marriage made her feel that she had little to lose.
Sources permit little more than speculation on the internal factors that contributed to her decision to take a stand. Turning to the broader context in which she lived, however, we can see events that likely shaped her choice. In the preceding several years, Brown had witnessed a great transformation in national and local life. She had watched as a trickle of black spectators in the Senate became, by the end of the war, a stream of people demanding access to the halls of American power. She had come to know Radical Republican leaders, including Charles Sumner, an outspoken member of the Senate's District of Columbia Committee, who believed the nation's capital should be a laboratory for progressive policy on racial equality. She had almost certainly talked politics with members of her immediate circle-friends and relatives such as Jacob Dodson, Lewis Simpson, and John L. Hickman-who were active in the struggle for racial equality and uplift.
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Along the way, Brown had also become personally acquainted, perhaps through her work at the Capitol, with Augusta and Downing, the two prominent black men who visited her during her convalescence. Augusta, a former Union army surgeon then working at the government-run Freedman's Hospital, was himself an outspoken advocate of racial equality on railroads and streetcars. In 1864, after being ejected from a Washington streetcar while traveling on official army business, Augusta penned a letter of protest to Sumner, who read it on the Senate floor. Downing, a wealthy caterer originally from New York, had fought racial discrimination in Rhode Island's public schools. Shortly before Brown's protest in Alexandria, he had become manager of the restaurant in the U.S. House of Representatives, a position from which he pressed congressmen for legislation favorable to African Americans and racial equality. In fact, just days before Brown was attacked, Downing had complained to Sumner that he and his family had been ill-treated on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. Both men's careers exemplified how African Americans could use ties with prominent Republicans to obtain work in the government and how such employment 36 Ibid., 7, 8. Wilbur Diary, "large" diary set, March 16, June 27, 1868. 37 Masur, Example for All the Land, 91-97.
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38
Despite her personal and political connections and the ferment in Washington, however, it seems unlikely that Brown had set out to create a confrontation on the train. She testified that she had been anxious to return to Washington without incident because she had work to do at the Capitol, and a witness explained that she had been wearing a veil, suggesting that she did not wish people to look too closely at her skin color. Still, perhaps her acquaintance with influential men made Brown more confident in opposing segregation on the railroad. She felt the injustice of discrimination keenly; she also had good reason to believe that powerful people would come to her defense. 39 Radical Republicans in Congress and in the local media-spurred by Senator Sumner and Senator Lot Morrill of Maine-rallied vociferously to her side, defending Brown as an innocent woman victimized by arrogant and unrepentant representatives of the slave power. The city's Radical Republican newspaper condemned the assault as "a dastardly outrage," and members of the District of Columbia Committee demanded an investigation into the attack on the woman they knew as the very respectable ladies' bathroom attendant. They aimed to discover, in the words of Sumner's resolution, whether additional legislation was needed "to secure the rights of colored persons" on the Alexandria and Washington Railroad. The company's most recent charter, granted by Congress in 1863, stated that "no person shall be excluded from the cars on account of color." Perhaps, Radical Republicans suggested, the company's charter should be revoked or more stringent legislation enacted.
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The District of Columbia Committee, however, demurred, noting that Brown had filed a civil suit against the railroad. After interviewing Brown, railroad officials, and witnesses, the committee recommended that Congress do nothing until the case worked its way through the courts. It would be too draconian to revoke the company's charter, the committee concluded, since the railroad "contributes very largely to the public convenience." If the resolution of Brown's lawsuit were not "satisfactory" or if the company continued its discriminatory policies, the committee said, it might reopen the issue. 41 case did not go unnoticed in political circles. One high-level white federal employee who attended portions of the trial recorded in his diary, "From what I heard . . . I would not have given a verdict for over $100-because it seemed to me to be a purposely got up case for the sake of a judicial row between the colors." The jury, composed of twelve white men with considerable property and significant Republican connections, was a bit more sympathetic. Finding that agents of the railroad were responsible for Brown's injuries, it awarded Brown $1,500 in damages.
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Yet the matter was not settled, either for Brown or for the railroad company. Brown refused to rest her case knowing that the railroad company continued its discriminatory policies. Four days after the verdict, she submitted to the Senate District of Columbia Committee a bill "to protect the rights of citizens on the Alexandria, Georgetown, and Washington R.R" and requested that the committee use its 1868 report on her assault in Alexandria as supporting evidence. She hoped new legislation would force the company's managers "in the future [to] be more energetic in performing their duties and protecting the rights of citizens." Senator Sumner, Brown's steadfast ally in the workplace, evidently disagreed with the strategy she proposed and instead waited for a fresher incident. One month later, after an African American state legislator from Georgia was refused first-class passage from Washington into Virginia, Sumner suggested that the committee again consider action to ensure "equal rights" on railroads operating in the capital. 43 Meanwhile, the railroad organized an appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, which served as the appellate court for the District of Columbia district court. The Supreme Court's decision, rendered in its October 1873 term, upheld the lower court but rested its opinion on narrow grounds. It did not consider Brown's claim in light of the 1866 Civil Rights Act or the Fourteenth Amendment. Rather, the Court considered what Congress had intended when it forbade the railroad, in the company's 1863 charter, from excluding passengers on account of color. The railroad company insisted that it was enough to have "provided accommodations" for African Americans, even if they were separate from those for whites. The Court acknowledged that "the words" of the charter "taken literally might bear [that] interpretation," but it concluded that the company was making "an ingenious attempt to evade a compliance with the obvious meaning of the requirement." "It was the discrimination in the use of the cars on account of color, where slavery obtained, which was the subject of discussion," the court stated, "and not the fact that the colored race could not ride in the cars at all."
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It was through this case, which merited a brief mention in the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson decision, that Kate Brown entered the annals of legal history. Brown was, in fact, one of many black women of this era who took to the courts to protest discrimination on railroads, streetcars, and steamboats. As the research of Barbara Welke and others has shown, black women used the law and conventions of gender and respectability to claim rights most white women enjoyed as a matter of course. Yet we still know little about how women plaintiffs incorporated civil rights activism into lives concerned also with labor, family, and community. 45 Indeed, Kate Brown's protest in Alexandria and the ensuing court battle represent only a few aspects of a multifaceted existence. Work and the need to make a living were always critical for her, and after her divorce she was more reliant than ever on her own abilities. Lying in bed days after her protest, she worried about paying her rent. "I shall have to get up and go to my work as soon as possible if I have to go on crutches," she told Senator Harlan. 46 Fortunately, Kate Brown's allies in the Senate wielded sufficient power to keep her employed during and after her recovery. In fact, Brown attained more job security than most unskilled government employees of any sex or race could ever hope for. When a new Congress convened in 1869, a recently appointed Senate sergeant at arms removed her from her position. Sumner intervened immediately, and she was restored to the job. Then in spring 1874, Congress took the unusual step of creating a separate line in the federal appropriations bill for her. For the next five years, each annual appropriation included funds to pay "Kate Dodson" an annual salary of $720 "for attending the ladies' retiring room of the Senate." Republican newspapers later reported that it was Sumner who had suggested placing her in the appropriations bill "to make it certain that in the future she would not be dropped from the roll." 47 Sumner and his allies likely wanted to secure Brown's position because they knew the political tides were turning and they wanted to protect a woman whom they had come to know well and value as an employee. The Massachusetts senator died in March 1874 and thus did not live to see that fall's congressional canvass, an epic rout of the Republicans in the House of Representatives and a signal of a nationwide reaction against federal Reconstruction policies. Soon after the Democratic takeover, Kate Brown's counterpart in the House was fired from her job, revealing the wisdom of the senators' effort to protect Brown's job and the vulnerability of black federal employees when Republican power diminished. Brown benefitted from having cultivated the respect of powerful men whom she had come to know in the relatively intimate quarters of the Senate. The Radical Republican senators who worked hardest to secure her position likely admired her brave stand against segregation on the railroad. They also believed she was a good worker and a credit to the institution. She impressed politicians and visitors alike, Senator Charles Drake of Missouri explained, "with her truly lady-like character" and was "an educated, intelligent, respectable, and to all appearance refined woman." 48 45 In Plessy v. Ferguson, the Supreme Court cited Brown's case when it noted that it had previously held that "where the laws of a particular locality or the charter of a particular railway corporation has provided that no person shall be excluded from the cars on account of color, we have held that this meant that persons of color should travel in the same car as white ones." See Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537, 545-46 (1896 Kate Brown's brother-in-law, Lewis Simpson, was not so fortunate in the volatile mid1870s. Lewis and Margaret had allowed Kate to move in with them after her divorce, and they had been called to testify in her lawsuit against the railroad. Now she tried to help them in return. Simpson began to have trouble at work in the summer of 1874, when President Grant appointed a new Treasury secretary charged with reforming the agency. To Simpson's dismay and to the surprise of his immediate supervisors, the new administration demoted him from chief messenger to laborer, with a concomitant reduction in pay. Despite the demotion, Simpson "was ordered to still perform the duties as cheif messenger to the Bureau which he did for over 14 months" while another man collected the chief messenger's salary, Kate Brown wrote in a letter preserved in Lewis's personnel file. Finding the situation untenable, Simpson left the department in 1876. 49 The timing was awful. The country was entering a period of economic hardship, and employment opportunities for black men in Washington, always limited, were contracting. In March 1877, John Sherman, a longtime Republican senator from Ohio, became Treasury secretary. Kate Brown, who probably knew Sherman from his Senate days, immediately sought his help for her suffering brother-in-law. In a lengthy letter she summarized Lewis's career in the Treasury Department and insisted that he was a good worker who had been "removed for no cause." "The times are so dull that there is no work to be had," she stated, and "haveing a sick family all winter he is very anxious to get something to do if it is only for 3 or 4 months." She closed by emphasizing family ties. Lewis was her brother-in-law, the husband of her "afflicted" sister. She wrote again two weeks later, reminding Sherman of Lewis's "reduced circumstance." She signed both letters "Kate Dodson," the name she evidently continued to use at work. 50 Kate's plea to John Sherman echoed requests made by the many other black federal employees who had also sought to use credibility and connections to help their kin. Jacob Dodson had undoubtedly once made such entreaties on Kate's behalf, and judging from how many Hickmans worked for the government, members of that family were also adept at converting personal reputation into jobs for family members. Patronage relations operated not just between black employees and white politicians but also within networks of care and obligation among African Americans. Yet the close-knit and personalistic world of elite black and white Washington remained a profoundly unequal one. African Americans might occasionally serve as brokers, as when William Syphax, a member of a prominent black family, determined which job seekers would be permitted to interview in the Patent Office. But the system rested on hierarchical relations of race. It was powerful whites who had favors to dispense and blacks who were forced to do the asking. 51 Kate's efforts on her brother-in-law's behalf yielded nothing. In 1878 Simpson gave up on finding work in Washington and returned to West Point, where he eked out an existence as a menial laborer under his father's supervision, lived in a barracks basement, and corresponded with his wife about job opportunities in Washington. He had "two or three irons in the fire" when he became embroiled in a race-related scandal at the military academy. Johnson Whittaker, one of the first black men to attend West Point, was brutally assaulted and then charged with staging the attack in hope of garnering administrators' sympathy and improving his academic standing. Some people suspected that Lewis Simpson had been Whittaker's accomplice in the supposed charade.
52
Simpson's testimony in the Whittaker hearings revealed a man in straitened circumstances who was nonetheless willing to speak frankly about racial injustice. He challenged authorities at West Point, stating that he "didn't think [Whittaker] would get justice" there "because the prejudice was so strong against him." Simpson complained that the detectives who brought him from Washington to New York had "arrested" him rather than assume he would come voluntarily, and he voiced his suspicion that academy officials "would put this thing on me and railroad me to the penitentiary." 53 Like Jacob Dodson, Kate Brown, and many other black federal workers, Lewis Simpson refused to accept the racial status quo. Like them, he also bore his share of personal difficulty. Coming amid a period of financial crisis and family separation, the Whittaker trial-and the shadow it cast on Simpson's character-was surely an unwelcome detour.
Back in Washington, Kate Brown's patrons were losing sway and her job security was threatened. In the 1878 election, the Democrats retook the Senate after seventeen years in the minority. The shift meant an overhaul of clerical and labor positions, and Brown's job was no exception. The following spring, during the Forty-Sixth Congress's first debate on appropriations, Democratic leaders proposed to substitute the words "female attendant" for Kate's name in the annual appropriation bill. When Brown's Republican supporters protested, Democrats promised that she would keep her job despite the change in wording. A year later, however, Appropriations Committee chair Henry G. Davis of West Virginia clarified that the provision for a "female attendant" did not guarantee a position for Kate Dodson (as they called her). That August, in advance of the Congress's third session, the newly appointed Senate sergeant at arms told Kate she was fired.
54
The flurry of publicity that followed revealed much about the parties' divergent attitudes toward black women as government workers and citizens. The Democratic Boston Daily Globe drew on racist stereotypes about black women's sexual immorality to represent Kate Dodson as an accessory to white Republican lasciviousness. The paper began with a description of Dodson's "exceptionally fine form" and "very clean, nice chocolate brown" skin. Then, echoing the Treasury Department investigation proceedings of 1864, it insisted that her relationship to the Republicans was characterized by sexual, not political patronage. Republican senators wanted to keep her employed because she was a conduit in their flirtations with white women spectators at the Capitol. With a wink, it described an inverted patronage relationship: Kate Dodson was "the dispenser of just such favors as Republican senators desired." 55 By contrast, Republican editors rushed to use her firing as an opportunity to tout Republican principles of Union and equal citizenship. With a presidential election looming, they portrayed Dodson as the widow of a Union soldier who died of exposure after the war and claimed that she had been "crippled" by Democratic partisans on the Alexandria platform. Now, Republicans lamented, this innocent black woman was victimized again, this time by Democratic politicians determined to favor Confederate sympathizers with patronage. One paper predicted that "the daughter of an ex-Rebel soldier" would be installed in her position. Another hoped the scandal would push black northerners flirting with the Democrats back into the Republican fold.
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Of course, such paeans oversimplified the real Kate Brown Dodson's life story and were, in some places, plainly inaccurate. She relied on herself economically not because her husband had died but because she had sought a divorce. Nor had she been a helpless victim of white-supremacist violence. To the contrary, she was a person of considerable determination who had gone to great lengths to change discriminatory policies on the Alexandria and Washington Railroad. Kate Brown had long been a recipient of Republican patronage, but she had become an agent of that patronage as well. At first a protégé of her husband, she had forged a place of her own in the Senate work force and cultivated the support of powerful Republicans. Indeed, her Republican connections ran deep. Immediately after being dismissed from the Senate, she drew on them once again, and it was soon announced that she had found a position in the Treasury Department, where John Sherman was still secretary. 57 a few years later. In any event, census records do not suggest that any of them accumulated significant wealth. Like so many African Americans struggling to make a living in Washington, the siblings evidently remained outside the networks of patronage that made the lives of their sister and other government workers a bit more comfortable. For economic reasons, they had reason to want a piece of Kate's estate. Beyond their own self-interest, they may also have believed that the will violated relations of patronage within familiesthat is, that family members had obligations, in death as in life, to the well-being of their immediate kin. 61 Second, the will reveals that Kate Brown continued to live in a social world dominated by other African American government workers, a world in which a measure of upward mobility was possible and people helped one another get ahead. She bequeathed portions of her insurance policy to the children of two such workers who were apparently not related to her, and she chose Treasury employees to serve as executor and witnesses to her will. Brown may also have helped a niece and nephew obtain government work in places where she had strong ties. As adults, two of her brother John's children, Blanche Brown and Abraham Lincoln Brown, worked for the government, the former as a Treasury clerk and the latter as a messenger at the Capitol. 62 Kate Brown's career as a laborer, an activist, and a member of a family and a community reveals how African American government employees could turn Republican patronage to their advantage. But it also shows how the ebbs and flows of partisan power could leave government employees economically vulnerable, subject to summary firing. Civil service reform was designed, in part, to change that. Many hoped that more neutral, anonymous procedures would enable skilled, educated African Americans to break through the "color line" that continued to prevent most African Americans from being promoted out of laborer and messenger jobs. As it happened, most of the positions in which African Americans were employed, both in Washington and elsewhere, fell outside the provisions of the 1883 Pendleton Act, the first major civil service reform legislation. Civil service examinations did make more jobs in Washington available to well-educated black workers, a development that enhanced the city's status as the capital of the nation's black elite. Yet the sense of hope that accompanied civil service reform soon waned. The Republican administrations of Theodore Roosevelt and William Howard Taft evinced little interest in cultivating a racially egalitarian federal work force, and the trend was cemented when the Wilson administration, which took office in 1913, dismissed African Americans from prestigious offices, demanded that photographs be attached to applications, and intensified segregation in large agencies such as the Post Office and Treasury. 63 
